
2021 SESSION

INTRODUCED

21103412D
1 HOUSE RESOLUTION NO. 298
2 Offered February 2, 2021
3 Commending A Place To Be.
4 ––––––––––

Patrons––Gooditis, Delaney, Reid and Subramanyam
5 ––––––––––
6 WHEREAS, A Place To Be, a nonprofit music therapy organization in Middleburg, launched an
7 animated children's show, "The Land of Music," on its YouTube channel to help young people better
8 understand the effects of the COVID-19 pandemic; and
9 WHEREAS, A Place To Be received a $10,000 award from the National Endowment for the Arts to

10 support the production, which has educated students while helping them to develop a renewed sense of
11 hope and safety; and
12 WHEREAS, consisting of six 10-minute to 14-minute episodes, A Place To Be's "The Land of
13 Music" helps children in pre-kindergarten through fifth grade learn how music can help reduce anxiety
14 and bring people together; and
15 WHEREAS, "The Land of Music" follows J. J., played by Jonathan Jacobsen, who travels with a
16 cartoon character, Maestro Sound, voiced by A Place To Be co-founder Tom Sweitzer, to a world that
17 has recently rediscovered the power of music; and
18 WHEREAS, featuring hand-painted backgrounds by local artist Penny Hauffe, "The Land of Music"
19 places a special emphasis on how music can help people overcome feelings of fear and isolation; and
20 WHEREAS, A Place To Be worked with local school districts to develop resources to be paired with
21 the program, including discussion questions for each episode and opportunities for Zoom meetings with
22 the creators, artists, and cast members; now, therefore, be it
23 RESOLVED by the House of Delegates, That A Place To Be hereby be commended for launching
24 "The Land of Music" YouTube program for children in pre-kindergarten through fifth grade; and, be it
25 RESOLVED FURTHER, That the Clerk of the House of Delegates prepare a copy of this resolution
26 for presentation to A Place To Be as an expression of the House of Delegates' admiration for the
27 organization's important work to help children better understand and cope with the effects of the
28 COVID-19 pandemic.
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